Shani can be seen as a guest personal finance expert on CBS4 Miami, a contributing writer to Black Enterprise Magazine and on Amazon as a published author of, “10 Things Every Woman Should Keep In Her Purse.” Shani shares her passion to ensure that women everywhere focus less on how much their bags cost, and more on the wealth inside of them! #PurseEmpowerment

Shani Curry St.Vil, became versed in Personal Finance by boosting her own credit score to become a homeowner at the age of 22. She spent a decade learning the pros and cons of financial products while working as a banker. Shani and her husband passed on an expensive wedding and instead created a real estate portfolio that now includes three properties which are all debt free. Shani has accomplished all of this before reaching 40 along with her real inspirations, her two sons ages four and six.
Purse Empowerment

STATISTICS

Personal  
5k+  8.5k+  5k+  5k+

Business

BRANDS SHANI HAS WORKED WITH

- Prudential  - Capital One  - Credit Sesame  - State Farm

WATCH SHANI ON THE NEWS

- Shani Speaks On Rising Interest Rates:
  http://www.purseempowerment.com/RisingRates

- Shani Speaks On How Choosing The Right Bank Can Save You Money:
  http://www.purseempowerment.com/BankFees

- Shani Speaks On Managing Financial Stress:
  http://www.purseempowerment.com/Financial Stress

AS SEEN ON...

WWW.PURSEEMPLOYMENT.COM